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Abstract 
By a (fine) scale on a lattice 15, we mean a (strictly) isotone real-valued function ~1 on 15. 
The coarsest topology on L such that p composed with the unary lattice operations becomes 
continuous is denoted by rcl. The following convergence structures on L are compared with each 
other: (i) order convergence, (ii) convergence in the order topology, (iii) -r,-convergence, (iv) pW- 
convergence, wherep,(z,y) =p(zVy)-p(zAy).W e s h ow that for any scale p on an arbitrary 
complete lattice, order convergence agrees with p,-convergence and with r,-convergence iff p is 
a fine continuous scale such that join and meet operations of arbitrary arity are continuous with 
respect to p,-convergence. Furthermore, for any fine continuous scale p on a bi-algebraic lattice. 
order convergence agrees with rW-convergence. From these and related results, we derive various 
applications to the theory of measures and valuations on orthomodular lattices. For example. if p is 
a fine scale on a complete orthomodular lattice then order convergence agrees with r,-convergence 
iff h is continuous and L is algebraic (or atomic and meet-continuous). 
Keywords: Order convergence; Order topology; Continuous; Scale; Content; Measure; Valuation; 
(Bi-)algebraic lattice; Orthomodular lattice 
AMS classification: 03Gl2; 06Cl5; 06F30; 28A12; 28A60 
1. Introduction: Valuations on lattices 
In many mathematical disciplines supported by topological tools, certain initial topolo- 
gies determined by (families of) real-valued functions on lattices are of particular interest. 
Therefore, it is a natural question to ask under what conditions the convergence in such 
topologies agrees with order convergence, or at least with convergence in the order 
topology (which is, in general, much weaker than the former). 
In the present note, we focus on a certain type of topologies which has been studied, 
in the special context of orthomodular lattices (= quantum logics), by Pulmannova and 
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RieEanova (see [ 15,16,18,19]). Let p be any real-valued function on a lattice L, and 




the composite functions p o V, and p o A, become continuous. Of course, the topology rP 
is always uniformizable, i.e., completely regular, being initial for a family of real-valued 
functions. In some important cases, rP is even metrizable, for example, when p is a 
positive valuation (see Facts 1.1 and 1.2). 
The “differencefunction” p,, : L x L + I% is defined by 
PJx, Y) = /-J(x v Y) - PL(X A Y). 
Notice that 1-1 is isotone (i.e., x < y implies p(x) < p(y)) iff pP is nonnegative (i.e., 
pW(x, y) > 0 for all x, y E L), and that 1-1 is strictly isotone (i.e., x < y implies 
4x1 < P(Y)) iff pP is positive (i.e., pP(x, y) > 0 for 2 # y). 
By a valuation on a lattice L, we mean an isotone map p: L + JR with 
/J(x) + P(Y) = /4x v Y) + 4x * Y) 
for all x, Y E L. A strictly isotone valuation p is also called positive. The topological 
relevance of valuations has been pointed out by Birkhoff [l, Chapter X]. Some basic 
facts are listed below; for the proof, see [ 1, pp. 230-2321 and [16, Theorem 3.11. 
Fact 1.1. A real-valued function p on a lattice L is a valuation $fpp is a pseudometric. 
Similarly, p is a positive valuation ifs Pp is a metric. 
Fact 1.2. If ,u is a valuation then the lattice operations are nonexpansive, hence uniformly 
continuous with respect to pfi, on account of the inequality 
pp(x v x’, y v Y’) + Pp(X A x’, Y A Y’) < Pp(G Y) + P/J&Y’). 
Furthermore, TV is the topology induced by pp. 
Fact 1.3. Any lattice admitting a positive valuation is modular 
A deeper and crucial result on positive valuations is the following: 
Fact 1.4. For a valuation p on a bounded lattice L, the following conditions are equiv- 
alent: 
(a) L is a u-complete lattice, and p is continuous and positive. 
(b) L is a complete lattice, and 1~~ is the order topology. 
(c) (L, pP) is a complete metric space. 
Each of these conditions implies that L is a topological lattice with respect to the 
order topology and, in particular; a V- and A-continuous lattice. 
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In (a), continuity refers to the order topologies or, alternatively, to the order con- 
vergence (for definitions, see Section 2). The implications (a) =+ (c) + (b) and the 
last statement in Fact 1.4 are shown in [ 1, pp. 246-2491. For (b) + (a), one may 
argue as follows. If a net (za) in L order converges to 3: then it 7,-converges to z, 
whence p(zO) converges to P(X). Thus p is continuous. Further, 2 < y in L entails 
p(y) - p(z) = pP(z, g) > 0, because otherwise, the constant net (y) would TP-converge 
to 5 (see Fact 1.2), which is impossible as rP was assumed to be the order topology 
(which is always Tl). 
The previous result tells us that in a complete lattice with positive valuation p, order 
convergence implies convergence with respect to the metric pP, and that the correspond- 
ing metric topology coincides with the order topology. However, the reader is warned not 
to draw the conclusion that order convergence would agree with metric convergence- 
which is a rather rare incidence in case of Boolean algebras: 
Fact 1.5. A complete Boolean algebra B admits a positive valuation such that order 
convergence agrees with metric convergence ifs B is isomorphic to the power set of a 
countable (or$nite) set. 
Indeed, the existence of positive measures /I on B E 2* for countable or finite A is 
easily established and well known (see, for example, Vladimirov [21, Chapter I-51). Any 
such measure is a continuous positive valuation. By Fact 1.4, p,-convergence agrees 
with convergence in the order topology; but the latter coincides with order convergence 
on any complete atomic Boolean algebra. On the other hand, if B is a complete Boolean 
algebra and p is any positive valuation on B such that order convergence agrees with pfi- 
convergence then, in particular, order convergence is topological, and by [3, Corollary 191, 
B must be isomorphic to a power set. Moreover, p is continuous (see 3.8), hence a 
measure (see 4.3), so that by positivity of CL, the number of atoms is at most countable. 
It is evident that the pseudometric pP induced by a valuation p is of particular interest 
for a topological treatment of lattice- and measure-theoretical questions. So one may use 
the maps pP to measure the “distance” between elements of the given lattice, even if 
the triangle inequality is violated, i.e., if p fails to be a valuation. In any case, it makes 
sense to say that a net (za) p,-converges to a point z if the “differences” pP(zCa, z) 
converge to 0. Certainly, p,-convergence always has the basic properties of a convergence 
relation: constant nets converge, and subnets of convergent nets have the same limits. 
However, p,-convergence need not be topological, and if it is, the corresponding topology 
may be distinct from rP (see Section 3). Nevertheless, there are important instances, 
for example in the theory of orthomodular lattices, where order convergence agrees 
with p,-convergence and with TP-convergence, although p is not a valuation (cf. [17, 
Theorem 2.21). As in case of Boolean algebras, it remains true for orthomodular lattices 
that rP rather frequently agrees with the order topology, while the coincidence of rP- 
convergence with order convergence forces the underlying orthomodular lattice to be 
atomic and algebraic (see Section 4). 
Motivated by these observations, we shall address ourselves to the following questions: 
given any real-valued isotone function p on a lattice L, 
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(1) When does pp-convergence coincide with r,-convergence? 
(2) When does the order topology on L agree with the topology TV? 
(3) When is the order convergence on L the convergence with respect to rti? 
(4) When is the order convergence on L identical with p,-convergence? 
Basic sources for the lattice-theoretical background are Birkhoff [l] and Grtitzer [ 111 
(general lattice theory), Kalmbach [12] and Sarymsakov et al. [21] (orthomodular lat- 
tices), and Vladimirov [22] (Boolean algebras). 
2. Order convergence and order topology 
Perhaps the most important among all intrinsic convergence structures on a lattice are 
the order convergence and its topological modification, the convergence with respect 
to the order topology (for definitions, see below). Both convergence structures, though 
different in general, play a dominant role in many fields of real analysis, functional 
analysis, measure theory, probability theory, and other branches of mathematics profiting 
from the interplay between order and topology. 
A net (xca) order converges (o-converges) to z in a lattice L if there exists an increas- 
ing (isotone) net (ya) and a decreasing (antitone) net (-to) such that ycu < 2, < Z, for 
all (Y and x = v, ya = A, z,, in symbols: ya t x and Z, 1 x (cf. [l, Chapter X-91). 
Sometimes, it is necessary to distinguish between net-theoretical and filter-theoretical 
order convergence (cf. [3,4,14]). May it suffice here to mention that if a net o-converges 
to a point z then so does the associated filter, while for the converse implication, com- 
pleteness of the underlying lattice is essential (see Example 3.16). 
The order topology 7O on a lattice L consists of all sets U 2 L such that for any (up-) 
directed set Y and any filtered (= down-directed) set Z with V Y = A Z E U, there exist 
elements y E Y and z E 2 such that U contains the whole interval [y, z]. On any lattice 
(complete or not), the order topology is the finest topology r such that o-convergence of 
jilters implies r-convergence, but also the finest topology r such that o-convergence of 
nets implies r-convergence (see 141). Order convergence (of nets, respectively, filters) is 
topological if it agrees with convergence in the order topology. It should be emphasized 
that in most interesting situations of measure theory, namely in all nonatomic Boolean 
algebras, both net-theoretical and filter-theoretical order convergencefail to be topological 
(see [3, Theorem 41). 
A function between two lattices is called o-continuous (forjlters, respectively, nets) if 
it is continuous with respect to order convergence (of filters, respectively, nets). Any such 
function is continuous with respect to the order topologies, but not conversely. However, 
for isotone functions, the following fact has been established in [9, Proposition 2.21: 
Fact 2.1. For an isotone map p between two lattices, the following conditions are equiv- 
alent: 
(a) p preserves directed joins and jiltered meets. 
(b) p is o-continuous Cfor nets orjlters). 
(c) 1-1 is continuous with respect to the order topologies. 
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In the subsequent considerations, continuity of join and meet operations will play a 
central role. As in [3,4,9], we call a lattice L meet-continuous (A-continuous) if it satisfies 
the identity 
for all elements x E L and all directed subsets Y of L possessing a join, and we define 
join-continuous (V-continuous) lattices by the dual condition. If L is both join- and 
meet-continuous, we speak of an o-continuous lattice. Notice that, in contrast to other 
authors, we do not postulate completeness in these definitions. Let us note the following 
convergence-theoretical motivation for the attribute “o-continuous”: 
Fact 2.2. Each of the following properties is necessary and sufficient for a lattice to be 
o-continuous.. 
(a) The binary lattice operations are continuous with respect to the order convergence. 
(b) The unary lattice operations are continuous with respect to the order convergence. 
(c) The unary lattice operations are continuous with respect to the order topology. 
Here we may refer to filters (see [4, Theorem 2.141 and [9, Theorem 2.61) or, alternatively, 
to nets (see [l, p. 2481, where “topological lattice under order convergence” means “o- 
continuous lattice”). However, despite the name, the binary meet operation of a meet- 
continuous lattice need not be continuous with respect to the order topology (see [9, 
Corollary 4.1 I]). 
If L is o-continuous and the order convergence of nets is topological on L then 
we say L is order-topological for nets (the corresponding filter-theoretical notion has 
been discussed in [3]; for complete lattices, these notions coincide). By 2.2 and its 
dual, an arbitrary lattice is order-topological for nets iff it is a topological lattice with 
a topology r such that r-convergence of nets agrees with order convergence (whence 
r must be the order topology). There is a further interesting characterization of order- 
topological complete lattices by means of certain continuity properties for the infinitary 
lattice operations 
v: L’ + L, (Xi: i E 1) H V{Xi: i E I) 
I 
and 
A :L’+ L, (q: i E I) ++ A{xi: i E I}. 
I 
For this, we need a general convergence-theoretical continuity concept. Let C be any 
convergence relation on a set X, that is, a relation between certain nets in X and points 
of X (where [Cx is interpreted as “the net e converges to 2”). We say an operation 
f : XI + X is box continuous with respect to C provided for any family of nets [i : Ai --+ 
X (i E I), each converging to some point xi E X, the product net 
c:rl[A” --t XI, (Qi: i E I) H (Ji(CYi): i E I) 
iEI 
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has the property that the composite net foe converges to f(xi: i E I). This nomenclature 
is justified by the fact that if C is the convergence of some topology, then box continuity 
with respect to C is just continuity with respect to the corresponding box topology. In 
[7], we have shown the following: 
Fact 2.3. Each of the following three conditions is necessary and sufficientfor a complete 
lattice to be order-topological: 
(a) A{V K: i E I} = vn{x: i E I} f or any family of ideals Yi (i E I), and dually. 
(b) Join and meet operations of any arity are box continuous with respect to the order 
convergence. 
(c) Join and meet operations of any arity are box continuous with respect to the order 
topology. 
3. Scales on lattices 
As mentioned in the introduction, various problems of functional analysis and measure 
theory involve the consideration of certain functions from a lattice L into the reals, Iw. 
We call such a function p a scale if it is isotone, and a fine scale if it is strictly isotone. 
As in Section 1, let rP denote the coarsest topology on L making the composite maps 
/I o V, and p o A, continuous for each y E L. Hence a net (x,) rP-converges to x in L 
iff 
~4% V Y) -+ 4~ V Y) and P( 2, A y) + &x A y) for all y E L. 
The difference function ,oIL: L x L + IR was defined by pP(x, y) = ~(z V y) - p(x A y). 
Remember also that we use the terminology “a net (z~) p,-converges to a?’ in order to 
express the fact that pP(x,, x) converges to 0 in Iw. By the hypothesis that I_L be isotone, 
a net (x~) p,-converges to x iff 
P(X~ V x) -+ P(X) and I.L(G Ax) + P(X), 
which implies that /*(xa) converges to p(x) (since x, A z < 5, < x, V 2). 
As with arbitrary convergence relations, the topology rP, induced by p,-convergence 
consists of all sets U C L such that any net p,-converging to some point of U has a 
residual subnet in U. Hence rP,, is the finest topology r such that p,-convergence implies 
r-convergence. In the definition of the topology rP,, it suffices to consider sequences 
instead of nets, and as in the classical situation of a pseudometric, U is open in I-~, iff 
for each x E U, there is an E > 0 such that the “ball” 
&(&P/L) = {Y’ PP(~>Y) < &> 
is contained in U. The main difference between the general case of scales and that 
of valuations is that the balls B,(z, pP) need not be rp,,-neighborhoods of x, and that 
p,-convergence need not be topological (i.e., identical with TV,,-convergence), in general. 
Example 3.1. Consider the following subset of the real unit square, partially ordered 
componentwise by the usual order <: 
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L = {(XT, y) E [O, 112: XfY G l}U{(lJ)} 
It is easy to see that L is a complete lattice, and that 
p:L+R, (2,y)*z+y 
is a fine scale on L. Let U(z) denote the neighborhood filter of z = (1,O) in the topology 
r,,,,, and take a choice net E = (XU: U E U(z)) such that 2~ E U but 5~ $ z (this is 
always possible because any neighborhood of x contains points with second coordinate 
> 0). Then < converges to z topologically, but < does not p,-converge to z, since 
P~(~U,~)=~(~CTV~)-~(~UA~)~CL(l,l)-~(l,O)=l 
for each U E IA(z). 
In this example, the “balls” BE(z, pP) degenerate to line segments {(T, 0): 1 --E < T < l}, 
which certainly fail to be neighborhoods of z in rP,. 
On the other hand, it may happen that p,-convergence is identical with rp,-conver- 
gence, but still distinct from T,-convergence; thus, even if p,-convergence is topological, 
7,” need not be the associated topology. 
Example 3.2. Adjoin a greatest element w and a least element 0 to the disjoint union 
of the chain N of positive integers and a singleton y. This is the simplest example of a 
complete lattice L which fails to be meet-continuous. The map 
p: L + IR with p(n) = $ for n E N U {0}, p(y) = i and p(w) = 1 
is a fine scale on L, and p,-convergence agrees not only with o-convergence, but also 
with convergence in the order topology. The sequence (x~) = (n) p,-converges to w, 
but it cannot T,-converge to w, as p(xn A y) = 0 does not converge to p(w A y) = l/2. 
In fact, it is obvious that, in contrast to the order topology, the topology 7-P is discrete. 
By our earlier remarks, TP-convergence and p,-convergence are related as follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Let /L be any scale. 
(1) rP-converges of nets implies p,-convergence; in particular; rP is finer than rP,. 
(2) rP-convergence agrees with p,-convergence iffr,, = rP,. 
(3) If a net (x~) p,-converges to x then p(z,) converges to p(z). 
(4) If the unary operations V, and A, are continuous with respect to p,-convergence 
then the latter agrees with I-,-convergence. 
Given any convergence relation C on L (e.g., order convergence or convergence in the 
order topology), we call a map p : L + W C-jine if any net (za) in L with pP(x,, x) + 0 
converges to 5 with respect to C; in other words, if p,-convergence is finer than C- 
convergence. If r is a topology on L then p is r-fine iff the topology rPp, is finer than r. 
On the other hand, we say p is C-continuous if for any net (xa) converging to x with 
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respect to C, it follows that /*(za) converges to p(z). In particular, p is o-continuous iff 
it is continuous with respect to the order convergence or, equivalently, with respect to 
the order topologies (see 2.1). A basic observation is that for any convergence relation C 
making the unary lattice operations C-continuous, a scale p is C-fine and C-continuous 
iff C-convergence agrees with p,-convergence (and therefore, by Lemma 3.3(4), with 
r,-convergence). An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3(3) is 
Corollary 3.4. Any scale p is rPp,- and r,-continuous. 
Our next lemma motivates, from a topological point of view, the name “$ne scale” 
for a strictly isotone real-valued map on a lattice. 
Lemma 3.5. The following statements on a scale p are equivalent: 
(a) p is jne. 
(b) The mduced topology 7;,,, is T,. 
(c) p is r-jine for some Tl topology I-. 
Hence, the following implications hold: 
p. is o-jine + I_L is r,-Jne + 1-1 is fine + rP is Tz. 
Proof. (a) + (b): If a net (x~) p,-converges to 5 # y then pP (z, y) > 0, and we 
find an index o such that for all p 3 cy, we have pP(zc, zp) < p@(z, y) and, therefore, 
x0 # y. This shows that the set L \ {y} is rP,-open, and that rP,, is Tl. 
(b) =$ (c): This is clear by definition. 
(c) + (a): For 5 < y, the assumption p(y) - ~(5) = pP(z, y) = 0 entails that constant 
nets with value y p,-converge to x. Thus they also r-converge to x, which is possible 
only for z = y. by the T, axiom. Hence ~(2) < p(y). 
If TP, is Tl then rP must be T2, being completely regular and finer than rP, (see 
Lemma 3.3(l)). Since o-convergence entails r,-convergence, every o-fine scale is rO- 
fine. q 
The converse of the last claim is not true in general. 
Example 3.6. Define a partial order & on the set L = w u {w} by 
XCY iff x = 0 or y = w or 0 < x < y < w and y - x is even. 
Then (L, IZ) is a complete, V- but not A-continuous lattice. 
Definep:L-+IRbyp(n)=n/(n+l)fornEw,andp(w)=l. 
Then /L is a continuous r,-fine scale. Indeed, rPP coincides with the order topology rO, 
since the sets U, = {x,: m E w, m 3 n} U {w} form a base of neighborhoods for w, 
and all other points are isolated. However, p is not o-fine, since the sequence (n: n E w) 
p,-converges to w but does not o-converge to any point. 
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The next example shows that a scale p with Hausdorff topology rP need not be fine. 
Example 3.7. On the four-element Boolean lattice (0, 1}2, the scale p with ~(z, y) = 
n: y fails to be fine, although the topology T@ is discrete. In fact, 
{(X,Y,} = (PO v(o,l))-’ [{+I n (PO V~d’ [{dl. 
Now let us compare p,-convergence with order convergence and with convergence in 
the order topology. It will be convenient to call a scale p : L + R continuous if 
2, t 2 implies P(G) t P.(X) and z, -13: implies p(zCa) _1 p(z) 
for any net (zCa) in L (cf. [l, Chapter X-lo]). Equivalently, a scale is continuous iff it 
preserves directed joins and filtered meets. 
Lemma 3.8. The following statements on a scale p are equivalent: 
(a) p is continuous. 
(b) p is o-continuous, that is, continuous with respect to order convergence. 
(c) p is rO-continuous, that is, continuous with respect to the order topologies. 
(d) o-convergence implies p,-convergence. 
(e) o-convergence implies rP, -convergence. 
(f) r,-convergence implies rP,, -convergence, that is, rPW C rO. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) has been established in Fact 2.1. 
(b) + (d): If (~:a) - o converges to z then so do the nets (z, V cc) and (zca A z), and 
then o-continuity of p yields pP(zCa, z) = p( z, V z) - p(5) + p(5) - p(zcol A z) t 0. 
(d) + (e): p,-convergence implies TV,-convergence. 
(e) + (f): r0 is the finest topology r such that o-convergence implies r-convergence. 
(f) =+ (c): If a net (zca) r,-converges to z in L then it rPp,-converges to 5, and by 
Corollary 3.4, it follows that I converges to p(z). 0 
Corollary 3.9. A scale p is o-fine and continuous ifs o-convergence agrees with pIL- 
convergence. Similarly, a scale p is r,-fine and continuous ifsrO = rPW. 
If the unary lattice operations are o-continuous, we can say more: 
Proposition 3.10. Each of the following conditions on a scale p : L + IR implies the 
next one: 
(a) p and L are o-continuous. 
(b) o-convergence implies r,-convergence; that is, rP C rO. 
(c) rO-convergence implies p,-convergence. 
(d) p is (o-)continuous. 
For jine scales, the first two conditions are equivalent. 
Proof. (a) + (b): If (2,) - o converges to x then, by o-continuity of L, (xcy A y) o- 
converges to z A y, for each y E L, and dually. Hence, if p is o-continuous then it 
follows that (xa) rP-converges to x. 
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(b) + (c): As r0 is finer than TV, it is clear that rO-convergence implies rp- 
convergence, which in turn implies p,-convergence, by Lemma 3.3(l). 
(c) + (d): Suppose (zcy) -r,-converges to z. Then lp(z,) - p(z)1 < p@(~~, z) + 0, 
i.e., I converges to p(z). Hence, by Lemma 3.8, p. is continuous. 
Finally, for a fine scale p, we can show that (b) entails o-continuity of L: 
If z, t 5 then (5,) converges to x with respect to r0 2 r@, SO that p(~~Ay) + p(zAy) 
for each y E L. The assumption X, A y < z < z A y for all cx leads to the contradiction 
~(5, A Y) < p(z) < II(~ A Y). Th us 2, A y t x A y (cf. [15, Theorem 21). 0 
Similar arguments lead to 
Proposition 3.11. Let p be a fine continuous scale on a lattice L. Then every pP- 
continuous isotone map f : L + L is o-continuous. In particular tf the unary operations 
are p,-continuous then L is o-continuous, and o-convergence implies p,-convergence, 
which in turn agrees with r,-convergence. 
For the latter two statements, see Lemmas 3.8 and 3.3(4). 
After these preparations, we are ready to establish a handy necessary and sufficient 
criterion for the coincidence of the topologies r,, rcl and rp,,: 
Theorem 3.12. A scale p on a lattice L is rO-fine, continuous and makes the unary 
lattice operations p,-continuous iff r0 = rP = rPU. Both conditions imply that L is 
o-continuous. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.11, the hypothesis that p be a -r,-fine (hence fine) continuous 
scale with p,-continuous unary lattice operations entails o-continuity of L and the equa- 
tion TV = rp = rp, Conversely, if this equation holds then, by Corollary 3.9, ~1 is r,-fine 
and continuous. By Lemma 3.3, p,-convergence agrees with r,-convergence and with 
rO-convergence. In particular, o-convergence implies p,-convergence, and as p is a fine 
scale (being To-fine), Proposition 3.10 yields o-continuity of L, which is equivalent to 
p,-continuity of the unary lattice operations, by Fact 2.2 and the fact that p,-convergence 
coincides with rO-convergence. 0 
Notice that by Fact 1.4, Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.9, a continuous valuation on a 
complete lattice is positive (= fine) iff it is r,-fine. However, in general, a fine continuous 
scale need not be To-fine, as we shall see in Example 4.7. 
Replacing r,-convergence with o-convergence in Theorem 3.12, we arrive at 
Theorem 3.13. The following conditions are equivalent for a scale p on a lattice L: 
(a) p is an o-fine continuous scale with p,L-continuous unary lattice operations. 
(b) L is order-topological for nets, and r,,, is the order topology. 
(c) Order convergence of nets agrees with rP-convergence and with pP-convergence. 
If L is a complete lattice then these statements are also equivalent to the following: 
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(d) p is a jne continuous scale such that arbitrary join and meet operations of L are 
box continuous with respect to p,-convergence. 
Proof. The equivalence of the first three statements follows from Corollary 3.9 and 
Theorem 3.12. Now suppose L is complete. Then the equivalent statements (a), (b), (c) 
imply that p is a fine continuous scale (by Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.9), and using the 
hypothesis that o-convergence agrees with p,-convergence, we derive the last assertion 
in (d) from (b) and Fact 2.3. More involved is the proof of the implication (d) + (a). 
Consider any net (2,) : A + L which p,-converges to some z E L. Using box 
continuity of the countable meet operation A, : L” + L, we infer that the composite 
net (A{G,: i E w}: (ai: i E w) E A”) also p,-converges to IC. Hence, proceeding by 
induction, we may select, for each k E w, an increasing sequence (ai,k: i E w) E A with 
ai,k 3 &k-l for /c > 0, such that for any sequence (&: i E w) E A” with pi 3 &,k, 
we have 
pIL A{qz: i E w},,) 6 2-“. 
( 
Now, take the diagonal sequence (dk: k E w) with dk = x,,,,, and define 
yk = lI\{dk+i: i E W} (k E W), y = v(?&: k E W}. 
By construction, we have cQ+i,k+i 3 I&&, hence pp(yk, z) < 2-“. By o-continuity of p 
and L (see Theorem 3.12), the sequence (p,(yk, XC): X: E w) converges to pP(y, CC) and, 
at the same time, to 0. This is only possible for x = y (because otherwise pP(z, y) > 0, 
by the hypothesis that p is fine). This and a dual conclusion show that from any pP- 
convergent net, we may select a sequence which o-converges to the same limit. But then 
the usual subnet argument demonstrates that p,-convergence implies T,-convergence. The 
converse implication is guaranteed by Proposition 3.10. Hence T,-convergence is identical 
with p,-convergence and makes, therefore, arbitrary joins and meets box continuous. 
Thus, by Fact 2.3, L must be order-topological. In particular, p,-convergence coincides 
with o-convergence, so that by Corollary 3.9, /I is in fact an o-fine continuous scale. 0 
A considerable simplification of Theorem 3.13 is possible in presence of enough ir- 
reducible elements, where an element y is V-irreducible iff there is a greatest element 
y* < y, and A-irreducible iff there is a least element y* > y. We say a lattice L (not 
necessarily a complete one) is V-irreducibly generated if each of its elements is a join 
of V-irreducible elements, and A-irreducibly generated if the dual condition holds. Of 
course, every lattice satisfying the descending chain condition, but also every atomistic 
lattice (that is, every lattice whose elements are joins of atoms) is V-irreducibly gener- 
ated. Algebraic lattices are A-irreducibly generated (cf. [ 1, Chapter VIII, Theorem 161) 
but not always V-irreducibly generated. 
Proposition 3.14. If p is a fine scale on a V- and A-irreducibly generated lattice L then 
rP is finer than the order topology. If; in addition. L is complete then rP-convergence 
implies o-convergence. 
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Proof. Suppose a net (zccy) r,,-converges to 2. Then 
(*) for any V-irreducible element y < 2, there exists an a with y < zcp for all p 3 Q. 
Indeed, assuming the contrary, it would be possible to find for each Q some 0 3 Q such 
that “cp A y 6 y* < y, whence ~_l(zp A y) 6 I < p(y) = ~(5 A y), contradicting the 
hypothesis /J(z~ A y) + ~(z A y). 
Now let J denote the set of all finite joins formed by V-irreducible elements below 5, 
and let M denote the set of all finite meets formed by A-irreducible elements above z. 
The set J x M is directed by (j, m) < (Ic,n) iff j < Ic and n 6 m, and as L is 
V- and r\-irreducibly generated, x is the join of J and the meet of M. By the above 
remark (*) and its dual, we find for each pair (j,m) E J x M an index c~(j,m) such 
that j < “0 < m for all fl 3 c~(j, m). Thus, setting yJ,m = j and ~j,~ = m, we obtain 
yj,m t 2, ~j,~ -1 x and ~j,~ < ~(j,~) < z~,~. so that the net (z~Y(~,~,) order converges 
to IC. Hence, any To-closed set containing the whole net (za) must also contain the limit 
2; in other words, it is r,--closed. 
Under the hypothesis that L is complete, the situation is somewhat simpler. 
Assume (5,) r,-converges to x in L, and put yN = A{xo: p > o}. If x $ V,yIcy 
then we find a V-irreducible element y E L with y < x but y $ V, ya, and by (*), 
there exists some c)i such that y < yN, a contradiction. Thus we must have x < V, ya, 
and dually, A, z, < x, where z, = V{xs: p > a}. Hence (xCa) o-converges to x. 0 
For the case of atomic (hence atomistic) orthomodular lattices, the first statement in 
Proposition 3.14 has been shown in [15, Theorem 31. We remark that even in case of 
atomic Boolean algebras, the completeness hypothesis in the second part of Proposi- 
tion 3.14 cannot be dropped, as the following example demonstrates. 
Example 3.15. Let L be the noncomplete but atomic Boolean lattice of all finite or 
cofinite subsets of R. On this lattice, order convergence of filters is topological, while 
order convergence of nets is not (see [lo]). As R is uncountable, L does not admit 
any positive valuation p such that I-,-convergence agrees with order convergence (cf. 
Fact 1.5). But we can define a continuous fine scale b on L by setting 
,Q) = 0, 
p({n}) = 71-l for n E RI, 
p(X) = 2 - 1X1-’ for finite X C R, 0 # X # {n} (n E IV), 
p(Y) = 2 + IlK \ Y(-’ for cofinite Y C R, 
p(R) = 4. 
Then the sequence ({n}: n E NJ) p,-converges to 0, but it does not o-converge to 8 
because there is no sequence (5,) in L with {n} C 5, and z, 48. 
A lattice L is bi-algebraic iff L and its dual are algebraic, i.e., compactly generated 
complete lattices. It has been shown in [5] that a complete lattice is bi-algebraic iff it 
is o-continuous and weakly atomic (i.e., every proper interval contains a two-element 
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subinterval), or equivalently, iff it is o-continuous and V- or A-irreducibly generated. 
Moreover, any bi-algebraic lattice is order topological (see [3]). Now, combining Propo- 
sition 3.10 with 3.14, we obtain 
Corollary 3.16. A fine scale /L on a bi-algebraic lattice L is continuous iff rP- 
convergence agrees with order convergence on L (or at least rU agrees with rO). 
The last result will be crucial for applications in the theory of orthomodular lattices, 
but it is also of interest in its own right, relating rfi-convergence with order convergence 
in a particularly simple manner. One useful consequence of Corollary 3.16 is that in 
Theorem 3.12, “7,-fine” may be replaced with “ftne”, provided the underlying lattice 
is bi-algebraic. But Example 3.7 shows that for a scale p on a bi-algebraic lattice, the 
topologies TV and r, may coincide (with the discrete topology), though ~1 is not fine. 
4. Applications to orthomodular lattices 
Now we turn to the situation of orthomodular lattices (alias quantum logics) which 
form an important extension of the notion of Boolean algebras. Let us briefly recall some 
relevant definitions (for a comprehensive treatment, see [ 12,211). 
An ortholattice is a lattice together with a self-inverse dual automorphism assigning 
to each element z a complement 5 I. Clearly, for ortholattices, V-, A- and o-continuity 
are equivalent properties. 
An orthomodular lattice (OML) is an ortholattice L satisfying the orthomodular law 
For Y C L, the coarsest topology such that the principal filters [y) = {z E L: y < CL-} 
and the principal ideals (yl] = {X E L: x < y’} with y t Y are open sets is denoted 
by 7~ (see [7, lo]). An ordered topological space is totally order-disconnected iff for any 
two points x, y with x $ y, there exists a clopen upper set U containing x but not y (in 
particular, any such space is totally disconnected and Hausdorff). From [lo], we recall: 
Theorem 4.1. Let L be a complete orthomodular lattice and A the set of its atoms. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) L is A-continuous and atomic. 
(b) L is (bi-)algebraic. 
(c) L is order-topological. 
(d) (L, T.J) is a totally order-disconnected space with rA C I-~. 
(e) rA is the order topology. 
(t) ?-A-convergence agrees with o-convergence. 
These equivalences together with Proposition 3.10 and Corollary 3.16 immediately 
lead to: 
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Theorem 4.2. Let p be a fine scale on a complete orthomodular lattice L. Then rP- 
convergence agrees with order convergence on L iff p is continuous and L is A- 
continuous and atomic (or algebraic). 
By a content on L, we mean a map p from L into the nonnegative reals such that 
PL(Z ” Y) = P(X) + D(Y) whenever d-y (that is, z < yL). 
Notice that this equation implies 
~(0) = 0 and 
where 
xny= (zVy)A(zAy)+ 
Of course, there is no loss of generality in assuming p( 1) = 1. Contents with this property 
are usually referred to as states. A content ,u is faithful or positive if p(z) > 0 for 2 > 0. 
By the orthomodular law, any content p on L is isotone, and p is positive iff it is strictly 
isotone. Hence, every (positive) content is a (fine) scale. A content p is called o-additive 
(respectively, completely additive) if 
holds for countable (respectively, arbitrary) sets X of mutually orthogonal elements. 
(The “sum” on the right-hand side is the supremum of all sums over finite subsets 
of X.) In accordance with the majority of authors, we use here the word measure for u- 
additive contents exclusively (cf. [ 12,15,22]), while in [ 161 and [18], “(finite) measure” 
is synonymous with “content”. The following fact belongs to the folklore of measure 
theory in orthomodular lattices (see [12, Section 171 and [19, Example 3.11). 
Fact 4.3. A content on a complete orthomodular lattice L is continuous iff it is completely 
additive, and a positive content on L is continuous iff it is o-additive. 
We call a content p on L faithfully continuous if it is continuous and any net (x,) 
in L with p(xa) + 0 E W order converges to the least element 0 of L. Considering 
constant nets, we observe at once that any such content is faithful. Now we are in a 
position to establish a few useful criteria for the coincidence of order convergence with 
p,-convergence and -r,-convergence on orthomodular lattices. 
Theorem 4.4. For a content p on an arbitrary orthomodular lattice L, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) L is o-continuous, and a net (xcc*) o-converges to 0 in L iff ~(5,) converges to 0 
in R. 
(b) L is order-topological for nets, and p is faithfully continuous. 
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(c) Order convergence of nets agrees with p,-convergence and with rP-convergence. 
Each of these conditions is satisfied for positive measures on compact topological or- 
thornodular lattices and for continuous positive valuations on complete order-topological 
orthomodular lattices. 
Proof. (a) + (c): In an o-continuous OML, a net (x~) o-converges to z iff (z,&) 
o-converges to 0 (see [21, pp. 76-771) and by hypothesis (a), the latter means that 
Ps(% x) = p(x,Az) converges to 0. Hence, p,-convergence agrees with o-conver- 
gence. By Lemma 3.3(4) and o-continuity of L, it follows that p,-convergence agrees 
with -r,-convergence, too. 
(c) + (b): By Th eorem 3.13, L is order-topoIogica1, p is continuous, and P~L(z~, 0) = 
~(5,) + 0 implies that (x~) o-converges to 0. 
The implication (b) + (a) is clear. 
It is known that a compact (Tz) topological OML is complete and that its topology 
must be the order topology (see [17, Lemma 2.11 and [ 10, Theorem 3.31). From this, 
one easily concludes that any positive measure on such an OML is faithfully continuous 
(see Fact 4.3 and [18, Theorem 2.2]), ensuring condition (b). For the final assertion in 
Theorem 4.4, see Facts 1.2 and 1.4. 0 
In Example 4.7, we shall see that a positive measure, that is, a continuous faithful 
content, on a complete order-topological OML need not be faithfully continuous. 
Corollary 4.5. Let p be a content on an orthomodular lattice L such that o-convergence 
of nets agrees with p,-convergence. Then p is a positive, continuous (hence completely 
additive) measure, and the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) L is o-continuous. 
(b) L is order-topological for nets. 
(c) Order convergence of nets agrees with r,-convergence on L. 
Notice that by Theorem 4.1, a complete OML satisfies condition (b) iff it is atomic 
and algebraic, and that a complete lattice is geometric (in the sense of Gratzer [ 111) iff it 
is algebraic, atomistic and semimodular. Of course, for valuations, the preceding results 
may be strengthened. 
Corollary 4.6. Let p be a valuation on a complete ortholattice L with p(O) = 0. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) p is a positive measure on a geometric lattice. 
(b) ,U is positive, continuous, and L is atomic. 
(c) (L, pcL) is a complete, totally order-disconnected metric space. 
(d) A net (x0) o-converges to 0 in L $fp(z,) converges to 0 in R.. 
(e) o-convergence agrees with r,-convergence on L. 
Proof. By Fact 1.3, L is (ortho)modular and therefore o-continuous, by Kaplansky’s 
theorem (see [ 131 or [12, Section 171). Hence, in (b), “atomic” may be replaced with 
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“algebraic” or with “order-topological” (see Theorem 4.1). From Fact 4.3, it is clear 
that (a) is equivalent to (b). The remaining equivalences follow from Facts 1.2, 1.4, and 
Theorems 4.1-4.4. 0 
Our last example will show that a measure v with the property that o-convergence 
agrees with r”-convergence and with p,-convergence need not be a valuation. Therefore, 
our results on measures and contents are actually more general than those on valuations. 
Example 4.7. Define a partial order C on the real unit interval L = [0, l] by 
sCy iff z=yorz=Oory= 1. 
Equipped with this partial order, L becomes a complete lattice of height 2, and the 
inclusion map p from L into the reals is a fine continuous scale, but p cannot be To-fine 
because the order topology is discrete, while the sequence (n-l: n E IV) p,-converges 
to 0. Notice that in this example the topology rP is discrete, too, hence distinct from TV,, 
Defining zl = 1 - 2 for z E L, we obtain a modular ortholattice for which p(z) = z 
is a positive measure, that is, a continuous faithful content. But p is neither faithfully 
continuous nor a valuation. Modifying the measure p slightly, put v(0) = 0, v(1) = 3, 
and V(X) = 5 + 1 for 2 E L \ (0, l}. Then v is again a positive measure but not a 
valuation. Nevertheless, in this case, o-convergence, rU-convergence and p,-convergence 
are identical, being discrete. 
Let us conclude with two remarks on the topology rfi. An interesting variant is obtained 
by considering the coarsest topology such that not only the functions p o A, and p o V, 
but also the composite maps ,Y 0 cp for all translations cp become continuous (where 
a translation is the composite of finitely many unary lattice operations). The resulting 
topology r;L” has very similar features as r,--in fact, all statements derived in Sections 3 
and 4 remain true for Y-L instead of r,-but, moreover, the topology r; has some useful 
additional properties. For example, it makes all translations continuous, and from this 
fact one easily derives the following improvement of Lemma 3.3: 
Lemma 3.3”. For a scale p on a lattice L, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The unary lattice operations V, and A, are p,-continuous. 
(b) All translations of L are p,-continuous. 
(c) TPp, = 7;. 
(d) p,-convergence agrees with $-convergence. 
Each of these conditions is fulfilled whenever p is a valuation. 
A further advantage of the topology r; is that the equation r;LN = r0 is necessary and 
sufficient for the synthesis of three conditions which played a central role in the previous 
investigations, namely that p be a continuous and r,-fine scale on an o-continuous lattice. 
Another variation is obtained by considering, instead of one single scale p, a whole 
family of scales and the corresponding initial topology; this line of thought has been 
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pursued, for the case of orthomodular lattices, in [14-191. Many results of the present 
note remain valid, nzufutis mutan&, for (separating) families of scales. 
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